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RUTH CHANG

There is a growing interest among moral, political, and legal philosophers
in what is called 'the incommensurability of values'. Typically, however, the
interest is not in values per se but in hearers of value that are alternatives for
choice. How are we to choose between incommenstirables? If two alternatives
are incommensurable, does it follow that there cant be no justified choice be-
tween them? What it is for bearers of value to be incommensurable, whether
they are, and what significance incommensurability has for practical reasoni are
the main topics of this volume.

Philosophical investigation of 'incommensurability' is as yet in an early stag&.
Perhaps as a symptom of this, there is even disagreement over what 'incommen-
sutability' means. We can reject one notion straight off as inapplicable for our
purposes. This is the idea, spawned by the writings of Thomas Kuhn, that evalu-
ation across different conceptual schemata, ways of life, or cultures is impossi-
bit. Incommensurabilists about bearers of value are worried about the possibility
of evaluation for us--that is, within a conceptual schemte, way of life, or culture.
The Kuhnian notion aside, there are two main ideas that pass under the'in com-
mensurability' label. One is that incommensurable items cannot be precisely
measured by a single 'scale' of units of value. This idea has historical toots. The
Pythagoreans first determined as incomm~ensurable the diameter and side of a
regular Pentagon: the proportional lengths could not be expressed in terms of
integers, and thus it was thought that there was no single scale in terms of which
their lengths could be measured., other writers have moved away from the
Pythagorean idea and have focused instead on incomparability, the idea that items
cannot be compared. Joseph Raz, for example, has used 'incommensurability' as
synonymous with 'incomparability'. 2

It is sometimes thought that the first idea entails the second-that if there is
no common unit of value in terms of which two items can be measured, they
are incomparable. 3 But it is a platitude of economic and measurement theory
that the lack of a single scale of units of value does not entail incomparability.



Comparison does not require any single scale of units of value according to good consequences or value be maximized if their instances cannot be corn-

which items can be precisely measured; one alternative can be morally better pared? How could practical reason guide choices at all if alternatives are incom-

than another without being better by 2.34 units. Comparable items can be ordi- parable? Indeed, the purported significance of incommensurability is less con-

nally ranked-ranked on a list-and need not be cardinally ranked-precisely troversial if claimed for incomparability instead.

ranked by some unit of value. Given that the two ideas are distinct, let us hence- Although the issues I consider in this Introduction are in part a reflection of

forth reserve the term 'incommensurable' for items that cannot be precisely the contents of this volume, it is not my intention to provide a systematic survey

measured by some common scale of units of value and the term 'incomparable' of the articles which follow. The Introduction has two aims: to provide a general

for items that cannot be compared.4 In our proposed terminology, then, the conceptual backdrop to the subject of incomparability and to suggest a focus for

topics of this volume are incommensurability and incomparability. future debate. Thus, it should be understood primarily as an attempt to clear

Recent discussions of incommensurability have revolved around its putative some ground rather than to argue for a substantive position. However, with

significance for the valuation of goods,5 consequentialism and utilitarianismu,6  some important distinctions in hand and common confusions banished, two

practical deliberation, 7 akrasia,8 and even the very subject matter of ethics.9 In large-scale conclusions emerge. First, there is almost certainly no easy argument

this volume, Cass Sunstein urges that certain items, like pristine beaches, love for incomparability. Many of the existing arguments arefatally flawed, add those

relationships, and civil rights, cannot be precisely measured by any monetary that are not either force us to take a stand on some general, controversial posi-

scale, and so economic approaches to valuation such as cost-benefit analysis are tion like verificationism or are more plausibly understood as arguments not for

inappropriate for these goods. John Finnis argues that the conditions for com- incomparability but for a more capacious view of comparability than received

mensuration of goods do not hold in the moral realm, and therefore utilitarian- wisdom would allow. Second, and following on the first, any argument for in-

ism and expected utility theory, which presuppose comimensurability among comparability, if it is to succeed, must confront the question of how compara-

moral options, must fail. Fihnis, David Wiggins, and Michael Stocker argue that bility is to be understood. As I shall suggest, there is more to comparability

if there is no common unit of value in terms of which items tan be precisely than meets the eye. The ways in which things can be compared is a question

measured, then maximization, which requires an agent to pursue the greatest that should be settled before the question of whether comparison ever fails is

amount of value, must be rejected. Each thinks that incommensurability points tackled.

the way to (different) nonmaximizing accounts of practical rationality. Indeed, The Introduction is in four parts, The first provides a definition of incompa-

Stocker thinks that hard on the heels of the recognition of inconmmensurability rability that highlights a critical but often overlooked structural feature of corn-

comes a 'concrete' conception of value according to which traditional abstract, parison. Neglect of this feature, I suggest, is the error behind certain claims of

action-guiding ethics is wrongheaded. incomparability. The second part examinies the significance of incomparabil-

Interesting as these claims are, in this Introduction I am going to set aside ity for practical reason. There is good reason to think that the justification of

the first idea-incominensurability-and focus on the second-incomparabil- choice, whatever one's substantive view of reasons, depends on the comparabil-

ity. I do so for two reasons. Despite recent interest in incomparability, philo- ity of the alternatives. The third surveys the leading seven types of incomparabi-

sophical investigation of the notion is almost nlonexistent. More importantly, list argument. I argue that none is compelling: four are nonstarters and the re-

though, incomparability is, I think, ultimately the more significant notion. It maining three, as so far developed, have other difficulties. In the final part, the

is unclear, for example, whether incommensurability has the significance that phenomenon of 'noncomparability' and, more generally, of formal failures of

incomnmensurabilists attribute to it. The various views usually under attack- comparison is introduced. If, as I suggest, the distinction between formal and

cost-benefit valuation, consequentialism, utilitarianism, maximization, and so substantive faiflures of comparison tracks the scope of practical reason, then

on-seem to have available to them ways of circumventing the problems that practical reason never presents agents with choices between items whose com-

incommensurability poses, for precise measurement of items by a single unit of parison formally fails. A common type of practical predicament often appealed

value does not seem to be essential to any of these views. Comparability, how- to by incomparabilists is then definsed.

ever, is essential. How could things be valued in terms of trade-offs between If my claims in this Introduction are conredt, common arguments for and

costs and benefits if costs and benefits are incomparable? How could utility or putative examples of incomparability rest on mistakes. The view that there are
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incomparable bearers of value is then cast into doubt. my own view, which I do cal space of comparability Parity is, I believe, central to the argument against

not defend here, is that there is no bearer incomparability. I hope that at the incomparability. Kindred notions of 'imprecise equality' and 'rough equality'

conclusion of this Introduction the reader will be able to see why the denial of have been suggested by Derek Parfit, James Griffin, and Thomas Hurka.10 In this

incomparability is less implausible than it might at first seem. volume, James Griffin briefly discusses his notion of 'rough equality', and Regan

takes issue with it. We will return to the question of whether there is a fourth

I. The Basic Notion relation in the final part of this Introduction, Let us here simply note that our

discussion should be understood as leaving open the possibility that there is such

We start with a rough definition of inoprblt:two item's are incomparablearetin

if no positive value relation holds between them. For our purposes, what it is for We know that incomparability involves some failure of comparability, but

a relation to be positive can be given an intuitive gloss: in saying that a positive what sort of failure? A given positive value relation may fail to hold between

relation holds between two items, one is saying something affirmative about items determinately (it maay be false of them) or indeterminately (it may be

what their relation is. So, for exam~ple, the claim that x is 'better than'-ar 'less neither true nor false of them). It is usually assumed that the failure of compa-

kind than' or 'as cruel as-,y says something affirmative about how x and .y rability is determinate. In this volume, John Broome provides a striking argu-

relate, while the claim that x is 'not better than'-or 'if kind, not much kinder ment for the opposite conclusion: incomparability may be the result of the

than' or 'neither crueler than nor kinder than'-does not. Call the former claims vagueness of comparative predicates." Since the disagreement is substantive,

relating items by positive value relations 'positive comparisons', orjust 'compari- our definition should be neutral between the two types of failure: two items are

sons', and the latter claims 'negative comparisons', If items are incomparable, incomparable ifý for each particular positive value relation, it is not true-that is,

nothing affirmative can be said about what value relation holds between them. false or neither true nor false-that it holds between them.

Negative comparisons may be true of them as may be positive com~parisons of There is a further, crucial refinement we must make to the definition. Every

each of them to some other item, but there can be no positive comtparison of comparison must proceed in terms of a value. A'value' is any consideration with

them to one another, 
respect to which a meaningful evaluative comparison can be made. Call such a

it is almost universally assumed that the logical space of positive value rela- consideration the comeing value of that comparison. Covering values can be oni-

tions for any two items is exhausted by the trichotomy of relations bette thalL. ented toward the good, like generosity and kindness; toward the bad, like dis-

mone than, and equallygood. Call this assumption the rrichotonry Thesis. According honor dnd cruelty; general, like prudence and moral goodness; specific, like

to this thesis, if one item is neither better nor worse than another and yet the tawdriness and pleashingness-to-my-grandmothet, intrinsic, like pleasurableness

items are not equally good, nothing affirmative can be said about what relation and happiness; instrumental, like efficiency; consequentialist, like pleasurable-

holds between them: they are incomparable. Some philosophers have thought ness of outcome; deontological, like fljlfillmeht of one's obligations; moral, like

that incomparability is to be defined in these terms. But the Trichotomy Thesis courage; prudential, like foresight; aesthetic, like beauty; and so on.' 2 Most coy-

is a substantive thesis thatrequires defense, and we should be careful not to build ering values have multiple contributory values--that is, values that contribute to

it into the intuitive notion of incomparability. Much of rational choice theory the content of the covering value. The contributory values of philosophical

can be seen as making just this mbistake, taking as definitional of the notion what talent include originality, clarity of thought, insightfulness, and so on. How well

is in fact substantive, 
an item does with respect to a value is its merit.

Several authors in this volume define the notion of incomparability as the .Value relations are either generic or specific. Generic relations, like 'better

failure of the trichotomy to hold, and many implicitly take the Trichotomy -than', 'as valuable as', and 'worse than', presuppose a covering value. They are

Thesis as true, whether definitionally or hot. Donald Regan, for instance, pro- strictly three-place; x is better than y with respect to V where V ranges over

vides a tenacious defense of the view that there is no incomparability by arguing -values. When Vis specified, the generic relation is thereby relativized. Specific

that one of the standard trichotomy of relations always holds between two value relations, like 'kinder than', 'as cruel as', and 'tawdrier than', have their

items. In my view, the Trichotomy Thesis is false; there is a fourth positive value covering values built in. It is plausible to suppose (as implied by the Trichotomy

relation-'-'on a par'-that, together with the traditional three, exhausts the logi- .Thesis) that every specific value relation has a relativized generic equivalent;
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'kinder than', for example, is equivalent to 'better than with respect to kindness,. than chalk with respect to goodness as a housewarming gift, and oranges are

Thus, we can dispense with talk of specific value relations in favor of their better than apples with respect to preventing scurvy.

relativ zed gen ric co nterpar s. 'C om arison and 'v lue Buttiperhapsl thosetowho pcites thesew hexampleses doanots meano toan laimla thatat no

relaivied eneic ounerpats.'Coparson an 'vlue elaion shll efe tocomparison can be made. Perhaps their claim is only that the intrinsic merits of

thei geeri poitiv vaietes.these items cannot be compared. For example, the samurai code of honor might

That all comparisons necessarily proceed in terms of a value becomes evident be comparable with the Protestant work ethic with respect to some instrumental

once we attempt to understand a comparative claim that flouts the requirement. value, like 'efficiency in reducing the trade deficit', but there is no covering value

A bald claim that philosophy is better than pushpin, for example, cannot be fully i em fwihteritiscmrt a ecmae.Ti swa lzbt

understood without reference to some respect in terms of which the claim Asndtermson whasinh midwethei itnsaymeis that atecmptsed To i compareth gEniusaofta

made. Philosophy may be better in terms of gaining a kind of understanding or scientstond thes hono ofn awgentlhemsans must fail.'4t th clmaim that thereius nof

intrinsic worthwhileness but worse in terms of providing relaxation or develop- scoverting valund thescaei, howof e vtern aMbiuust between t w claimta hr s: (1)

ing hand-eye coordination. Although the respect in terms of which a compari- thtteei covering value wnteecssithorespectabgou ewe too wihtenrns clameis: of1th

son is made is not always explicit, some value must always be implicit for thereitmcabeoprdan(2 that there is suho covering value butrspc o hc the intrin-i eiso h

to be any comparison to be understood.itmcabecmaean(2thtteeisuhaovrgvlebtteiti-

To deny that comparisons must be relative to a value is to assert that there is sic merits are incomparable with respect to it. The first is not a claim of incom-

asensible notion of comparable simpliciter. But there is no such notion. Con- parability but rather the claim that a certain sort of covering value does not exist.

sider th noneva uative elation 'greate than'.T his ro mtyise gnottartclaimhofItinco m parabilityf i cbecauseliinco m parabilityara i m ust proceedced ree a-

sider wthresnoevactiterelation 'grater than'.cthvisy rod m tay no be greater , thantha to a covering value, and if there is no covering value with respect to which

prone w utsith respec to l ength tor m ass or a conducthivity but sitmcnnoyb greaterta the intrinsic merits can be compared, then there can be neither comparability nor

pnterio.juta it makes no sense to say that one thing is simply be eater than aohr incomparability with respect to it. (We shall have mbore to say about this possi-

anthergs itn maketes ono y sen to rsay ctha Thing is simpl dey bthtaerthain vanoter bility in the final part.) The second, however, is a claim of incomparability,

thinghtscanhbe betterionlygd In a ighep ethisiougt, tor denymle that a ha cetin vlu 'Goodness as a moral code' might be a covering value that pits the intrinsic value

migh somethinow be siprvlegdy tih betthought for itt aiiexhamplnesfo that wheateiti of the code of honor against that of the work ethic. And perhaps the honor

fombr. Somthing, toe bel simpl bthte isforehn it to eaxmier thappnessforethen geatemst code and work ethic cannot be compared with respect to goodness as a moral

be understood as relativized to some value, privileged or not.' 3 So it goes for fl ore suc haclim is not eaiosy task. w ilse eowta roiigrud

value relationis. For convenience, I will often omit exrplicit mention of a coveringfosuh2caminoeytsk

value, but one should always be understood.

just as a comparison musthe relativized to a covering value, so must its failure. HI. Significance

Our definition of incomparability, then, is this: two items are incomparable -with

respect to a covering value iffir every positive value relation relativized to that covering We should ask why any of this matters. Why should we care whether there is

value, iisnottrethatithldibetwen them.Those wo thany hpositiveomyvaluesrelationtivthatueholdsiobetweenoltwoetitemswo withs respectpeto a agiven

vauitsso truewolsa thattw itehol s etear teToe whomprath inkthe Trisettomycoern covering value? Although incomparability has, I believe, interesting implications

value just in case it is not true that the first is better than the second, that it iatos for cranmtpractical questons and, t in vartiula, fhtete possibilitycu of iustimpied

worse, or that they are equally good with respect to that covering value.cainfoprtclresnndinatcurfrheosbltyfjsiid

Failure to appreciate the relativization of incomparability to a covering Value choice.

is responsible for certain mistaken claims of incomparability. These involve items Every choice situation is governed by some Value. Call this the choice value.

as different as 'apples and oranges' or 'chalk and cheese'. How can the samurai .The choice value is, roughly, 'what matters' in the choice situation. In choos-

code of honor be compared with the Protestant work ethic? An act of patriot- ing between two philosophers, for example, the choice value might be philo-

isnm and one of filial love? A novel and a war film? Once these questions are sophical talent if the situation involves choosing someone to fill a philosophy

relativized to a covering value, comparison is no longer elusive: cheese is better post or sartorial elegance if it involves choosing someone to fill the tidle of
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'Nattiest Philosopher'. The choice value helps to determine what justifies choice facts we need to make the relevant comparison. You may, for instance, have to

in that situation. 'Because one wears polyester and the other does not' may choose between a Hitchcock thriller and a Bach concert for the weekend's en-

justify choice in the one case but not in the other. This is so whether the justifica- tertainment. What matters is pleasurableness, but since you do not know how

tion is objective or subjective."5  you will like the Bach inventions tinkled out on wine glasses, you may shift the

All choice situations are either comparative or noncomparative. In compara- choice value to novelty to ease your decision making. The choice situation has

tive choice situations, a comparison of the alternatives with respect to an appro- changed, and your choice will be justified or not relative to that new choice

priate covering value is necessary to the justification of choice. In noncompara- situation.

tive choice situations, this is not the case. That there are comparative choice Call comParadtvism the view that all choice situations are comparative. Even

situations is intuitively obvious. The clearest cases are ones in which alternatives if a choice situation changes because there is a shift in choice value, the new

Icompete' against one another with respect to the covering value. Suppose, for choice situation will require the comparability of the alternatives with respect to

instance, that as the judge of a piano competition, you must award the first-place the new choice value. There is, according to comparativism, no avoiding the

prize to Anastice or Beatrice. The choice value governing the situation is, say, comparability of alternatives with respect to the choice value if there is to be

'musical talent'. Surely any justification for choosing one over the other must justified choice. Thus, if comparativism is correct, the significance of incompa-

depend on how the two pianists compare with respect to musical talent. If the rability among alternatives is very great indeed. For if alternatives are incompa-

candidates cannot be compared with respect to musical talent, then any choice rable, justified choice is precluded, and the role of practical reason in guiding

between them in that choice situation cannot be justified. Suppose you award the choice is thereby restricted.

prize to Anastice. Beatrice, convinced that she belongs in Carnegie Hall, de- The very serious threat to practical reason posed by incomparability if com-

mands justification for what she takes to be an outrageous decision. If you at- parativism is correct motivates the search for alternatives to comparativism. Per-

tempt to justify your decision on the grounds that Anastice played your favorite haps widespread incomparability and the universal success of practical reason

Chopin or that she was very becoming in appearance or that she had a better can coexist. We do not have space to give a full accountinig of all the possible

reputation, Beatrice will be rightly incensed, for these considerations provide no alternative accounts here, but it is worth mentioning those that appear in this

grounds at all in the situation as described. What matters to the choice situation, volume.

Beatrice reminds you, is musical talent. So you point out that Anastice's phrasing Some authors argue that although conmparisons seem to be required for justi-

was simply delightful. But that will not do, either; although 'delightfulness of fled chokce in some situations, when those comparisons fail, there are neverthe-

phrasing! is a contributory value of musical talent, what if Beatrice's phrasing less noncomparative considerations that can justify choice. So, for example, Eliz-

was even more delightful? So you point out that Anastice's phrasing was more abeth Anderson thinks that norms of rationality can provide grounds for Choice

delightful than Beatrice's. But that too will fail to justify your choice if Beatrice among incdmparables.' 6james Griffin maintainis that prudence as well as legal or

is better with respect to musical talent. For although Anastice may be better with moral consensus may help to shape and extend the moral norms that provide the

respect to some contributory values, if Beatrice is better overall, there can be no standards according to which choice between morally incomparable alternatives

justification for your choice. may be justified."7 Charles Taylor urges that "articulation"7 of goods and a keen

Suppose Anastice and Beatrice are incomparable with respect to musical tal- sense of the "shape" of our lives and the different gods fit within it provide

ent. You, as judge, must nevertheless render a decision. We should not be fooled soeo9h0ayrsucsaalbefr utfe hieaogicmaals

into thinking that the fact that a decisioni is made--even if it is justified-shows Each of these authors seems to recognize that incomparability poses a threat to

that Anastict and Beatrice were comparable with respect to musical talent all justified choice, though not one that their accounts cannot ultimately handle.

along. For a decision-even a justified one-can be made, but only if the choice Others maintain that comparisons of certain alternatives cannot be required

situation is reconceived as one in Which what nmatters is not (oinly) musical talent because a comparison does violence to their nature or the norms~of rationality

but, say, delightfulniess of phrasing or effort or pleasing the underwriter of the governing choice among them. Steven Lukes points out that a monk's choice of

event-Anastice's uncle. This switching of choice values is a common delibera- celibacy is not justified by a comparison of the alternatives but is instead a

five ploy. We often switch from one choice situation to another when we lack the "sacrifice" demanded of him. Elizabeth Anderson thinks that sonic goods have
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a higher "status" than others and that any comparison of goods of different if choice among incomparables can be justified, practical reason or the "will"

status is a mistake. Since money and friendship are goods of different status, the could, in principle, justify a series of chokces analogous to cyclical preferences

choice between them cannot depend on a comparison of their merits Cass with disastrous 'money pump' consequences.

Sunstein holds a similar view about incommensurability; something properly Suppose I am about to enjoy a steaming cup of freshly brewed tea. You

valued in one way cannot be commensurated with something properly valued in intervene, offering your cup of coffee for my tea. Suppose too that the tea and

another way. 
coffee are incomparable with respect to goodness of taste. According to alterna-

Still others suggest that comparisons of alternatives are never, or rarely, re- five views, choice between incomparables can be justified. Suppose my trading

quired for justified choice. Michael Stocker presents a view of practical radion- the tea for the coffee may be justified. just as I am about to sip the coffee, you

ality in which comparisons seem to play no part. He argues that chokces may again intervene, this time offering me a cup of not-quite-so-hot-or-fresh tea.

be justified if they meet some "absolute"-that is, noncomparative-evaluative The warm tea is incomparable with the coffee, and again I make what could be

standard; a choice of this over that cant be justified simply on the ground that a justified trade. I am thus left with a cup of warm tea, but I began with a cup

this is good"-it need not be better than or even comparable with that. David of hot tea, which by my lights is definitely tastier. Through a series of choices

Wiggins thinks that justified choice is determined by "standards of evaluation sanctioned by practical reason or the "ilI have moved from something I

and normative ends and ideals that is the substantive work of evidential, ax consider better to something I consider worse. Iterated across alternatives and

iological, moral, and whatever other reflection to determine" and that these covering values, such a pattern of choice would leave us with lives barely worth

standards derive from "lived experience and an overall practical conception of living; in this way merit can be 'pumped' from an agent's life. Thus, a pragmat-

how to be and how to live. 18 Elijah millgram thinks that a practical deliberator ic challenge to those who would oppose comparativism. is to provide a well-

may ground her chokce on things learned incrementally through experience)19  motivated, non-ad-hoc account of how practical reason prohibits agents from

The suggestion seems to be that specifying the values at stake or applying insight becoming 'merit pumps'.21

gained through experience need not rely on any comparison of the merits of The more serious challenge to alternatives to coroparativism, though, is theo-

the given alternatives, 
retical. Take any justification of a chokce that putatively does not depend on a

Joseph Raz offers a quasi-existentialist view of justified choice in the face of comparison of the alternatives. Such an account will hold that the reason justi-

incomparability. Reasons determine the rational eligibility of options, and the f~ying chokce is not a comparison of the alternatives. So, for example, a choice

"will," that is, "the ability to choose and perform intentional actions," steps in to might be justified because it is sanctioned by some norm of rationality or ma-

determine the choice among them. Ali exercise of the "will" is not an exercise rality, or is eligible, or meets some evaluative standard, or is favored by a delib-

of reason; willing is just choocsing. Thus, reason provides us with a menu of ra- erative understanding achieved by a keen sense of the shape of one's life or by

tionally eligible options, and we are simply to plump among them. Whatever we a specification of the values at stake or by reflection on one's past experiences

choose will be justified, however, for the reason that it is sanctioned by ration- There are, of course, other putative noncoxbpatative justifications besides these:

ality. Incomparable options, Raz assumes, are rationally eligible, and therefore a whim for the chosen alternative, a duty to choose it, the fact that the chosen

justified choice is always possible in the face of incomparability. 20 The compa- alternative satisfies a desire, that it is what an agent with good character would

rability of somec options is required for justified choice since it is through cam- choose, and so on. We can ask of-each of these accounts, 'is the proffered

parison that alternatives are whittled down to the rationally eligible set. Once -justification properly understood as a comparison of the alternatives?' Why

eligibility is determined, however, comparisons between those alternatives is not aren't these candidate justifications of choice properly understood as compari-

necesar--o evn pssile-fr jstiiedchoce.sons of the alternatives with respect to, for instance, 'satisfying the norm', or

Rather than examine these and other views on their merits, I want to pose two ' eligibility', or 'expressing my deliberative understanding', or'gratifying my de-

general challenges any alternative to comparativism must meet: a pragmatic re- sire', or 'fulfilling my duty' or 'expressing a virtuous character', and so on? Some

ductio and a theoretical reduction. stant with the reductio, familiar in decision and justifications that appear to be noncomparisons might turn out to be compari-

rational choice theory. On any alternative view, choice between incomparables sons after all.

can be justified; perhaps either alternative is justified or only one of them is. But I doubt, however, that all, or even many, of the putatively noncomparative
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justifications of choice turn out, when properly understood, to be comparisons because that choice expresses my understanding of what matters in life. But how

(though I think an interesting range of them do). A duty to one's family, for can that justify my choice if the choosing the philosophical career barter ex-

instance, when properly understood, is not plausibly a comparison of the alter- presses that understanding? 23 Or take my duty to keep my promises. How can

natives, and yet such a duty tan be a justification for choice. The same goes, it such a duty justify attending, as promised, my friend's wedding if attending, as

seems to me, for each of the views on offer by the authors of this volume. But promised, my uncle's funeral better fuilfills that duty? (This, of course, assumes

the comparativist need not give up here, for there is still the question of whether that a duty can be more or less well fulfilled. I believe that the special 'non-

these noncomparisons depend on comparisons of the alternatives, though they weighing' nature of duties can be maintained in the face of the claim that duties

are not themselves comparisons. 
can be filfilled better or worse. But I defer this discussion for another time.)

We are now heading toward very dense territory of which we will have only Even the eligibility of an option cannot justif choosing it unless it is true that

an aerial glimpse here. At its center is a distinction between the justifying reason teoto sa oda l h teswt epc oeiiiiy fcusi

for choice and that in virtue OF which the reason justifies. Every reason has nor- this case, the comparison of equality is entailed by the eligibility, but it is the

mative force; a justifying reason has the normative force required to justify a positive fact of being as rationally sanctioned as all other alternatives that ren-

choice. For any given justifying reason, we can ask, 'In virtue of what does it ders the choice of the chosen alternative justified. in general, insofar as what

have the justifying force that it has?' A reason's justifying force is more or less matters to the choice situation is something with respect to which meaningful

analogous to a premise's logical force, a cause's causal force, and a motivation's evaluative comparisons can be made, there can be no justification of choice in

motivational forte. Take the inference to '4 from the Premises 'p? and 'if p then that situation unless there is such an evaluative comparison. 24

4. The premises logically support the conclusion, but that in virtue of which Tetertclatc natraie ocmaaiim hn stopogd

they support it is the rule of inference, modusponeni The rule is no part of the Either the justification of a choice is itself properly understood, a comparison

support for the conclusion but is instead what gives the premises their logi- of the alternatives with respect to an appropriate value, or the justification de-

cal force. Or take the cause of a window's breaking. The ball caused the win- pends on such a comparison, If, as I have suggested, we have good reason to

dow to break. The ball has the causal force to break the-window in virtue of think this is correct, then any putative alternative to comparativism will fail. A

certain nomological laws that relate things together as cause and effect. These comparison of the alternatives is necessary to the justification of choice. The

nonmlogical laws are no part of the cause; they are rather that in virtue of which incomparability of alternatives, then, poses an ineliminable threat to practical

a cause has the causal powers that it has. The same goes for motivational force. justification.

As Thomas Nagel has argued, a nmotivation may motivate in virtue of a disposi-

tion to be so motivated, but that disposition need not itself be understood as part 111. Incomparabilist Arguments

of the motivation. it is rather that in virtue of which the motivation motivates."2

similarly, I believe, a reason is one thing, its justifying force another. A reason If two alternatives are incomparable with respect to an appropriate covering

can justify in virtue of something that is no part of the justification but is what value -, justified choice between them is precluded. But are alternatives ever in-

gives the reason its justifying force. 
oprbe

Every justifying reason, I wish to claim, has its justifying force in virtue of a In this part, I examine what I take to be the leading arguments for incompa-

comparison of the alternatives. To see why this is so, suppose the opposite. If a rability that exist in the literature. These can be divided into seven types. Each

chokce can be justified without depending on a comparisoniof the alternatives, ± type appeals to one of seven putatively sufficient grounds fot incomparability:-

then the putative justifying reason will justify the choice no matter what the 1(1) the 'diversity' of values; (2) the 'bidirectionality' of coumparative merits, that

comparative merits of the alternatives. Suppose that the fact that going out to is, the condition that one itenm is better in some contributory respects of the

dinner will be fun can justify my choosing to go out to dinner rather than stay covering value but worse in others; (3) the 'noncalculative' practical deliberation

homei to grade papers. But can that fact justify the choice if the dinner is only required in some choice situations; (4) constitutive features of certain goods or

milly musng nd radng hepapers a riot? Or take the choice between two - the norms governing appropriate attitudes toward them; (5) the rational irresolv-

careers. I may be justified in choosing a legal career over a philosophical one ability of coniflicts between items; (6) the multiplicity of legitimate rankings of
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the alternatives; and (7) the rationality of judging in some choice situations that -exceptionally fine exemplar of that value and 'nominal' if it is an exceptionally

neither alternative is better than the other and yet a slightly improved version poor one. Mozart and Michelangelo, for instance, are notable bearers of creativ-

of one it niot better thani the other. Although arguments of the first four types ity and Talentlessi, a very bad painter, a nominal one. Nominal-notable compari-

have currency and influence, I shall argue that they are fatally flawed. The de- sons succeed by definition; notable bearers are always better than nominal ones

bate about incomparability should, I think, be focused on the last three types with respect to the value in terms of which they are respectively nominal or

of argument. Arguments of the last three types, however, also prove to be not notable. Now suppose that Talentlessi bears the same contributory values of

without difficulty. They either rely on controversial general philosophical posi creativity as Michelangelo -- only in a nominal way. Both, for example, bear the

tions or are better understood as arguments not for incomparability but for the value of technical skill, but Talentlessi bears it in a markedly nominal way. If

exisenc ofa furt reltio ofcomarailiy beondthetraitinalMozart and Michelangelo are incomparable in virtue of the diverse contributory

trichotomy of 'better than', 'worse than', and 'equally good'. I end by attempt- values of creativity they bear, then so too are Mozart and Talentlessi. But we

ing to motivate further the existence of a fourth relation by briefly sketching know that Mozart is better than Talentlessi with respect to creativity, if Mozart

some of its essential features. and Michelangelo are incomparable with respect to creativity, it cannot be for
the reason that they bear diverse contributory values. For any two items puta-

i. Agumetsfom te Dversty f Vauestively incomparable in virtue of the diversity of contributory values they respec-

The ostcomonlycitd goundforincmpaabilty mon altrnaive istively beat; it is plausible to suppose that there are notable and nominal bearers

the movesity commonly cthed groundeforvincomparabhilivrity amo ungdlernativesin of the same values that are ipso facto comparable. Therefore, it cannot be the

thmdvrsitdwys Sofe vaunerstn ith resapetvlyubalty Thi dniversiy isreund berto inl diversity of the values borne perse that accounts for bearer incomparability. nl

myriad wayes.Sm understand ditease vapluralityb of oifrntologtapesy irredcibe vaods Arguments from the diversity of values fail because they are not sufficienl

uea2 Otersutidrstnd ivese vlue tobe f difernt tyes' r te godsfine-grained to differentiate cases of putative inconmparability from ones of cer-

that bear them of different 'genres, whether ontologically reducible or nlot. tai comparability. to meet the nominal-notable objection, proponents of these

Nagel, for instance, thinks that values come in six types-obligations, rights, arguments must either explain why nominal-notable comparisons are exceptions

utility, perfectionist ends, private commitments, and self-interest-and that this or give a more nuanced account of diversity that relies not on values borne but

fragmentation explains the existence of genuine dilemmas between alternatives on something more specific, like the way in which a value is borne.29 Blut the first

bearing one type of value and those bearing another type.26 Joseph Raz claims response will probably be ad hoc and the second, insotir as it no longer relies on

that some goods, like novels and war movies, cannot be compared because they the diversity of values per se, will amount to a different account of what makes

belong to different "genres"."7 Still others excplain the diversity of values in termsl bearers incomparable.

of their occupying different "dimensions" or "scales".28 The underlying idea of In any case, there is good reason to think that Mozart and Michelangelo

diversity arguments is that some items are 'so different' that there is no 'common are comparable with respect to creativity, given that Mozart and Talentlessi are.

basis' on which a comparison can proceed. Assuming that incomparability must We startwith the idea that TAlentlessi and Michelangelo differ in creativity only

be relative to a covering value, diversity arguments should be understood as in the way they bear creativity; they bear the same contributory values of crea-

turning on the diversity of the contributory values of the covering value borne. tivity, but one bears them in a notable way and the other in a nominal way.

So, for example, Mozart and Michelangelo are incomparable with respect to Consider, now, Taentlessitý just a bit better than Talentlessi with respect to

creativity if the contributory values of creativity borne by Mozart are so differ- creativity and bearing exactly the same contributory values,'but a bit more no-

ent...that is, irreducibly distinct, or of a different type or genre, or occupying a tably. This small improvement in creativity surely cannot trigger incomparability;

different scale or dimension-from those borne by Michelangelo that compari- if something is comparable with Talentlessi, it is also comiparable with Talen-

son s imossile.tlessi+. Thus we can construct a 'continuum' of painters including Talentlessi

Diversity arguments, regardless of their substantive differences, are subject . and Michelangelo, each bearing the same contributory values of creativity but

to a compelling objection. The objection turns on what we might call 'nominal- with increasing notability. No difference in creativity between any contiguous

notable' comparisons. Gall a bearer 'notable' with respect to a value if it is an painters can plausibly be grounds for incomparability; if Mozart is comparable
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with one item on the continuum, he is comparable with all items'on the contin- of length. Items that bear quantities of a value like friendliness are thereby

uum. Therefore, given that Mozart is comparable with Talentlessi, he is compa- nonevaluatively, comparable with respect to that value; the one with a greater

rable with Michelangelo, who differs from Talentlessi only by some notches on quantity of friendliness is more friendly. But a greater quantity of a value is not
the ontnuu. Hw cn Mzar beincmparblewit Mihelngeo i Moartnecessarily equivalent to betterness with respect to that value; a greater quantity

is comparable with something that differs from Michelangelo only by successive of fhiendship may be worse with respect to friehdship-.--one can be too friendly.

increments of notability in the way in which the covering value is borne? The Thus, while a greater amount of a value makes something 'more valuable' in a

argument has a striking conclusion. Whenever a continuum of the above sort nonevaluative sense, it need not make it 'more valuable' in an evaluative sense.

can be constructed and a comparison made between any items on the continuum Some values are essentially quantitative, that is, the nonevaluative sense of

and some other item, every item on that continuum is comparable with that mr 'ieqvantothealtvess.Agetrquttyof .tenme

other itemn.30  oflives saved' is always better with respect to the numiber of lives saved. And a

A digression here is usefuil before turning to the other intomparabilistpaarticular increase in the amount of a value may turn out to be better with

grounds. We have seen that value pluralism does not entail incomparability. It respect to that value, but there is no general equivalence between evaluative and

turns out that there is also good reason to think that value monism does not nonevaluative notions of 'more V3 for all V Let us refer to the nonevaluative,

entail comparability. According to nmonism, all values ultimately reduce to a su- quantitative notion of 'more V' as 'qrnore Tl'. Since qmore is not always better,

pervalue. Comparability follows, it is thought, because if there is in the end onlyitspoibehadfernquttesfasngevlerencmrbe.T s

one value, evaluative differences between items miust always reduce to differ- value Pluralism/monism cuts across beater incomparability/comparability.

ences ini amount of the supervalue, and quantities of the same thing can always

be compared. Thus, if monism is correct, complete comparability follow&~ Many 2. Argumentfrom ¶Bidirectionality'

philosophers who assume the soundness of this argument have, as a conse-
quence, thought that incomparability defeats classical forms of utilitarianism. A common thought among incomnparabilists is that if one item is better in some

Insofar as utilitarianism is commritted to the idea that all goods are a matter of rset ftecvrn au u os nohrteiesms eicma

amounts of utility, it is committed to complete comparability. rable with respect to the covering value. Commuting to work by car is more

The inference from monism to comparability, however, is mistaken on two relaxing than going by train in that it is more reliable, but going by trin is more

counts. First, monism need not be this crude. As J. S. Mill pointed out long ago, relaxing in that one need not worry about negotiating freeway traf

values have qualitative as well as quantitative dimensions. Although pleasure is 'Bidirectionality', hoeecnntb runsftb arer inoprblt

one value, there is the luxurious, wallowing pleasure of lying in the sun and the Suppose that, because the tracks are rickety and the switches rusty the arrival

intense, sharp pleasure of hearing much-anticipated good news.-" Thus, there and departure times of the trains are thoroughly unreliable. While it is true that

may ultimately be one supervalue, but like all other values, it may have qualita-. commuting by train is more relaxing in one respect--one 'need not worry about

tiye dimensions that could, in principle, give rise to incomparability among its negotiating freeway traflic-=-and less relaxing in another-the train is very uin-

bearers.Accordingly, there could be sophisticated, monistic forms of utilitarian- reliable-it is clearly the less relaxing option. In general, bidirectionality cannot
ism hatallw fr inomprabfit.32be a ground for incomparability since there are nominal-notable comparisons in

Secnd that allo forud incmprability? 2 e otetalcopeteae which the nominal bearer-is better than the notable one in some respect but

comparability, for it is a mistake to assume that all quantities of a single valuewosinathr

are comparable. The mistake probably derives from an ambiguity in the phrase

' more valuable'. Something can be 'more V', where Vranges over values, in an 3. Arunn~in Calculation

evaluative or a nonevaluzttn'e sense.
The nonevaluative sense is quanititative and is the same sense in which one Confusion over the locution 'more valuable' may be responsible for another set

itemcanbe mor N',whee Nranes ver onealutiv conideatins ikeof incomparabilist argumients. According to these, the fact that practical delib-

length or weight. This stick is longer than that one if it has a greater quantity eration is not always a matter of 'calculation'--that is, adding and subtracting
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quantities of a unit of value-gives us grounds for thinking that items are in- the answers to these questions need not be quantitative. Although there is no

comparable. Arguments from calculation have the following form: (1) compari- general equivalence between betterness with respect to a value and a greater
son s smpl a atte Ofaddng nd ubtrctig qanttie of unt o vaue;quantity of it, there are some values for which the greater the quantity of units,

(2) if comparison is quantitative in this way, then proper deliberation about the better with respect to the value. For instance, the greater quantity of the

which to choose must take the form of 'calculation', 'balancing', 'weighing', or number of lives saved, the better something is with respect to number of lives

'trading off'; (3) in some situations, proper deliberation cannot take this form; saved, and an option saving four lives is twice as good as an option saving two,

(4) therefore, some items are incomparable. These arguments confuse compara- with respect to number of lives saved. But in these cases, When comparison is a

bility with commensurability, matter of adding and subtracting quantities of a value, deliberation is properly
In their contributions to this volume, Elizabeth Anderson and Steven Lukes calculative in form. If confronted with a choice in which what matters is number

offe arumets f tis ype Anersn aruestha thse ho elive hatra-of lives saved, surely the right way to deliberate, assuming deliberation is appro-

tional chokce depends on comparisons of the alternatives must believe that "the priate, is to calculate which alternative saves the greater number of lives.

sole practical role of the concept of value is to assign weights to goods [and] ... This type of incomparabilist argument misconceives comparability as presup-

that all values are scalar" (emphasis original). To ask whether a value is "scalar" posing that value is scalar and, thus, that deliberation is calculative. Comparabil-

is to ask "whether it is a magnitude, whether various mathematical relations and ity does not require that comparison be a matter of quantities of a value, let
opertios aply o if Mreoer "dleermnatins f wigh areconinuusalone quantities of some unit of a value. To think that comparability requires a

require a common unit of measurement for the goods being compared, and single quantitative unit of value according to which items can be measured is to

place those goods on the same plane. " But, she argues persuasively, intrinsic mistake commensurability with comparability.

values are not scalar and yield the assignment of a 'status", not a "weight", to

goods. So, for example, she thinks that a friendship and the lie of orne's mother 4- -4%netfo Constitution orNornts
are intrinsic goods with different status, and therefore cannot be compared; the

choice between them must proceed instead on principles of obligation. A related line of argument locates grounds for incomparability in either consti-

Steven Dikes also seems to assume a similar view of comparability. He con- tutive features Of certain goods or the norms determining the attitudes appro-'

fronts the issue of comiparability and calculability squarely in an eridnote: "It priate toward them. Joseph Raz, for example, argues that it is a conceptual truth

may be claimed that comparison need not involve calculation. But I find this that friends judge that friendships are incomparable with cash. judging that they

claim hard to accept for normal cases. To the extent that it is claimed that if X is are incomparable is Part Of what it is to be a friend. There is no irrationality

better than Y there is some answer, however imprecise, to the question 'how however, in judging that fliendships and money are comparable; making such a

much better?' I assume that comparison implies calculation."33 Like Anderson,jugetsosnlthtneiicabeofengared.T shenom

Lukei seems to think that comparison can proceed only in terms of a common parability of friendships and money is a constitutive feature of fiiendship.
quantitative unit of value. According to Lukes, 'sacred' goods cannot be assessed This is a curious argument in several ways?34 It derives a supposed truth about

by calculation. Since comparison entails calculability, if goods cannot be as-thinoprblyoftesrmacamtatneutjdgtathy e-O

sessed by calculation, they must be incomparable. Lukes concludes that the sa- pain not of being irrational but of being incapable bf realizing a good. More-

cred is incombparable with the secular. over, the conclusion that items are incomparable is relativized to an agent's ca-

We have already seen that comparison is not a matter of qmore of some pacity to realize certain goods. So friendships and money may be incomparable

value; afirtiori:. it is not a matter of quantities of some unit of the value. Once for you but comparable for me.

we recognize that the evaluative sense of 'more V' is not in general equivalent It is hard to believe, however, that as a conceptual matter, one's capacity

to the quantitative sense, we have no reason to think that comparison is a matter for being a friend depends on judging that friendships are incomparable with
of arithmetic operations on amounts of value. Put another way, an answer to money. Suppose I am faced with a choice between a friendship and a dollar. If

Luke's qantitatie queston, 'Howmuch beter?', i noI rjudgedthatomtheisfriendshipthaishworthenmore ithanthamdollar, a havear I therebyere lostotalllof

Perhaps the questidis 'In what way better?' or 'To what extent better?' are, but my friends? Even assuming that this judgment renders me unfit for friendship, a
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judgment of incomparability in the context of choosing does not imply the mental. The most persuasive examples the pragmatist cites have this feature.

same judgment detached from a practical context. It might, for instance, be a Norms governing attitudes appropriate toward certain intrinsic goods seem to

constitutive obligation owed to one's friends that when confronted with a choice block comparison with certain instrumental goods because these norms have as

between a friendship and a sum of cash, one judge that they are incomparable, part of their content the thought that the comparison somehow sullies the in-

This judgment, made with an eye toward deciding what to do, is, however, trinsic good, but not vice versa. Thus, these norms depend on the judgment that

consistent with the recognition that there is a different theoretical judgment the intrinsic good is, in some sense, more valuable or of a higher status than the

about whether they are incomparable--regardless of one's capacity to realize instrumental good-that the one is, we might say, 'emphatically' better than the

certain goods or special obligations to others. How one answers the question, other.36 That is why it seems odd to insist that someone with an appropriate

'Are they comparable?' when confronted with the choice may be very different attitude toward friendship must refuse to judge that a friendship is better than a

from how one answers the question in philosophical discussion. I take it that it dollar. How can making that judgment display an inappropniate attitude toward

is the theoretical judgment-a judgmtent true 'for' everyone-that the incom- friendship? The normis governing appropriate attitudes toward friendship entail

parailit neds o esablsh.not that there is no good reason to compare friendships and money but rather

of course, it might be insisted by way of reply that the judgment constitu- that there is good reason to think that friendships are worth more. Incompara-

five of friendship is the theoretical one. Taking the philosophical position that bility, however, entails the opposite; if two items are incomparable, neither is

friendships and money are incomparable is constitutive of being a friend. This better than the other. Therefore, norms of friendship cannot determine the in-

is highly implausible, but let us grant the claim for the sake of argument. There comparability of friendships and money since they are inconsistent with it.3 7

is still the question of whether the theoretical claim Of incomparability is true. None of the above arguments is convincing- Any attempt to develop these

To see that there is this further question, consider an analogy from Moore. It is line ,s of argument, however interesting they are in their own right; will not

conceptually impossible for one to believe that one falsely believes, but there -Yield a successful argument for incomparability. Each makes a fundamental er-

nevertheless is a real question as to whether one does falsely believe; it may be ror: diversity and bidirectionality arguments ruft afoul of nominal-notable com-

true that one does. Similarly, it may be conceptually impossible for one to be a parisons; calculation arguments wrongly presuppose that comparison must be

friend and to judge-theoretically or practicallyý-that ftiendships and money cardinal; constitution and norm arguments misunderstand emphatic betterniess

are comparable, but there is nevertheless a real question as to whether they are, as incomparability I now want to turn to arguments that I think hold greater

and it may be true they are. 
promise.

This distinction between practical or theoretical evaluative judgments on the

one hand and what is really true on the other loses its bite if one thinks, as do 5. Ar~gwnentyfrom the RaionalIrresolvcthii~yo;f Conflict

pragmatists like Elizabeth Anderson, that value is a construction of practical

reason. According to Anderson, norms governing the appropriate attitudes to- An incomparabilist argument often appealed to but left uniexplained holds that

ward goods like friendship give us no good reason to compare friendships and rationally irresolvable conflict between alternatives is sufficient for their incomn-

mboney, and the lack of any good practical reason is all there is to the fact that parability. A 'rational resolution' of conflict might be understood as the deter-

they are incomparable. 35 The pragmatist argumenit is not without difficulty, how- mination of what comparative relation holds between them.38 The argument

even. It cannot be denied that there are norms governing appropriate attitudes then becomes: If we cannot in principle know how two items compare, then

toward friendships. There does seem to be a norm, for example, against being they are incomparable. Such an argument, however, Presupposes venificanionism,

prepared to sell one's friends for the right price. But closer examination of the I , which is, to say the least, highly dubious as a general account of truth. Even if

norms governing attitudes toward goods like friendships shows that, far from verificationismn is correct, there is the problem of how we can know we are not

giving us reason to think that items are incomparable, such norms give us reason *in principle capable of knowing how two items compare. If the argument is to

to think just the opposite. For the norms entail (or at the very least are compat- 'get us to the conclusion that there are incomparable items, it will have to tell us

ible with) an asymmetry in merit while incomparability entails that there is no when we cannot in principle know how items compare. This is a notoriously

such asymmetry. 
'difficult problem.

Note that fiiendship is largely an intrinsic good and money is largely instru- In any case, the argument may not yield incomparability. For if it presup-
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poses that a conflict cannot be rationally resolved unless one alternative is better philosophers differ only in that Eunice' is slightly more technically proficient

than the other or the two are equally good, then it presupposes the substantive and slightly less clear in expression than Eunice. On some sharpenings-those

Trichotomy Thesis, which requires defense. Perhaps the alternatives are related i hc ehia rfcec ae infcn otiuint hlspi

by a fourth relation beyond the traditional trichotomy. If, on the other hand, itca letEne*wlbeetrthnuie.Oohrsapnnguie

understands rational resolvability to encompass every possible value relation, will be worse than Eunice. On all others, they will be equally good. Thus, there

then itresolvability does force us to conclude that the items are incomparable, are multiple legitimate rankings of these philosophers. But clearly Eunice and

But in this case, the plausibility of judging that conflicts are rationally irresolv- Eunice* are not incomparable with respect to philosophical talent. How could

able is greatly diminished. For we now have the possibility that the items are two things so nearly equal in merit be incomparable? Therefore, if Eunice and

comparable by a fourth relation. Thus, it is far from clear that the argument gives tEnuneither are Eutnicempandranie on thoe grounds.ta hycnb mlil akd

us grounds for concluding that there is incomparability. 
hnnihrr uieadJnc ntoegons

Arguments from multiple rankings do not establish that items are incompara-

ble. They do, however, give us reason to think that none of the trichotomy of

6. Argumentsfrom Multiple Ranlking~s 
better than, worse than, and equally good holds between such items. Since there

Perhaps items are incomparable if there are multiple legitimate rankings of i opiiee hreig hr r ogonsfrtikn htaypriua

them and none is privileged. Take, for example, a comparison between Euinice one of the trichotomy holds. But this is puzzling. How can a reason to think

and Janice with respect to philosophical talent. There are multiple contributory that the tuichotomy fails to hold not be a reason to think that the items are

values of philosophical talent: originality, insightfulness, clarity of thought, and incomparable? The puzzle disappears once we recognize the possibility of a

so on. But perhaps there is no single correct way to 'weigh' these aspects of fourth value relation.4 If Eunice and Janice are related by a fourth relation, they

philosophical talent; each contributory value contributes to the covering value are niot incomparable rind yet not related by one of the traditional trichotomy.

in multiple, alternative ways. put differently, there are different ways we ca Of course, the puzzle might be solved in another way. It might be thought, for

'sharpen' our understanding of the covering value. On one sharpeninlg, for ex- instance, that some comparisons are vague. lIn any case, argurnents: from multiple

ample, originality may be extremely important insightfulnesri rather important, rankings do not establish incomparability; instead, they give us good reason to

clarity of thought relatively uninmportanit. On another sharpening, something believe that there is more to comparability than one might think.

different may be true. Different sharpenings may yield different comparisons.

On one sharpening, Eunice may be better than Janice. On another sharpening, 7. Arueifm Small imp roem enty

she might be worse. On yet another, the two might be equally good. Each of

these comparisons of Eunice and Janice is legitimate since each sharpening is. The final type of incomparabilist argument is, I think, the most powerfiol. It has

Since there is no one correct comparison of Eunice and Janice, they must, the as its ground the putative rationality of judging that neither of two items is

argument goes, be incomparable. Arguments from multiple rankings are, I think better than the other and yet an improvement in one of them does not make it

most powerfully understood as arguments from the vagueness of covering value better than the other. Incomparabilists who have employed -arguments of this

concepts. Philosophical talenit is a vague concept, and so there are multiple ways type include Joseph Raz, Walter Sintiott-Atinstrong, and Ronald de Sousa.41

in which it can be sharpened. John Broome's essay in this volume provides ani Consider the following example modified from Razt' 2 Suppose we rationally

important discussion of this type of argumnent.39  judge that a particular career as a clarinetist is neither better nor worse than a

Bu hsi euiras an argument for incomparabiliy. It holds that incompa- particular career as a lawyer, say, with respect to goodness of careers. (Fill in

rbulty othins is e peclireaecnlcigcmaiosntwhnhrereo 
whatever detail makes the judgment most plausible.) We can improve the clad-

copra isiyobans whefond ther arehonflcwething com arisons, e anot whenithee are ino netist career a little with respect to goodness of careers, perhaps by increasing

comparalwisons ett hioohcltlntjs eas heeaemlil the salary by ten dollars Are we thereby rationally compelled to judge that the

coitmparabe wiysth respae to hilspiaeaetmutbcueteriemlil 
improved music career is better than the legal one? It seems rational to resist this

To see why the thought is unwarranted, consider Eunice and Eunice'. These conclusion. If it is rational, then the original careers cannot be equally good,
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since if they were, a small improvement in one must make it better than the work, canvassed considered opinions from across the country evaluated letters

other. Therefore they must be incomparable. In general, if (1) A is neither better of recommendation, and so forth. It is possible surely that after carefull, cool-

nor worse than BA (2) A+ is better than A, and (3) A+ is not better than BA then headed deliberation you, and people whose judgment you respect, rationally

()AadBaeincomparable. A small improvement in one of two items, neither conclude that Janice is not more philosophically talented than Elunice and that

(4) Ahc and bete are teohr os o laswrat h ocuinta Eunice is not more philosophically talented than Janice. The judgment made is

ofe wichoedie is better .thnteoher, i does not, alway warramnt th e nlsio tha tw not one of uncertainty; it is not that you do not know which is better. Rather,

theina itmprve item iscmprbeter.Whritdenoheagm tgestetw the care and length of deliberation and the authority of expert opinion provide

Donald Regan has presented an epistemic objection to this argument that the positive evidence needed rationally to conclude that neither is better. At the

looks fatal. Regan is what we might call a 'strict trichotomiist', that is, someone very least, the judgment that neither is better has some warrant. And yet it is

who believes that between any two items one of 'better than', 'worse than', and plausible in such a case to think that a small improvement in one of the candi-

'equally good' holds.43 In short, he argues that there is no warrant for premise 1daewilntecethcs.

when there is warrant for premises 2 and 3. Note that the sorts of cases in which The strict trichotomnist must, by way of response, simply dig in his heels and

th pttrno jdgen Itrogh3 emsraioalivoveveydifferent items insist that the phenomenology is misleading; it may seem rational to judge that

the a opatern of eigvle judgment s abu thrugm3sems rationalri invov verecse Eunice is neither better nor worse than Janice, but in fact she is either better or

are hard to get right. Thus, the objection goes, we are not justified in judging,wos.Prasafcabuhehsbenvrlkdorneapeitdres

for example, that the clarinetist career is neither better nor worse than the legal -plausibly, where the evaluative facts look indeterminate, there is really a truth of

one with respect to goodn~ess of careers; such a case is inherently too difficult the matter. The strict trichotomist combmits us to an error theory about our judg-

for us justifiably to rule out the 'better than' and 'worse than' relations (although ments. But the phenomenology is in tension with the theory; the greater occur-

of course some clarinetist careers will clearly be better while others will dlearly rence of such judgments and the more widespread the thought that they are

be worse). In these cases it is rational to judge only that we are uncertain as to rational, the less reason there is to think that the judgments are in error.4 And

which, if any, value relation holds between them. And if our judgment that it cannot be denied that the phenomenology is vetry common. Moreover, the

nihrcreisbteisunwarranted, the conclusion that they are incomparable stronger the putative modality by which one of the trichotomny of relations

noeite catee isobeterw i 
holds, the less plausible it is that we make such an error It is hard to believe,

it does, however, seem in the abstract perfectly rational to make judgments for instance, that we overlook a conceptual necessity. If, on the other hand, the

1 thoug 3.It semsposibl, fo intane, tat f Gd pt al coparbletrichotomy holds by a weaker modality, the failure of the trichotomy to hold is

pairs of careers (say, with respect to goodness as a career) in a black box, there thereptalle no suchbcaeshtesol h tittrcoo tb ocranta

would be at least one pair for which judgments 1 through 3 would be true. one teeaen uhcss

miht frintac, hik ht ale ae umyorimrcie othat a small Although the epistemic objection is not decisive, we have other grounds for

imightmfor instance ithin that vauites aetre lupyor imprese soa anohrde o thinking that small improvement arguments fail. Recall our argument concern-

thereby make it better. If lumpy or imprecise value is a conceptual possibility, n uicadEnceEnceifrsroEncenlbyengaitme

the strict trichotomist must allow that there could be some warrant for judgments -technically proficient and a bit less clear as a writer. Now take Eunice+, just a

1 through 3. 
a oc oe hlspi

Tephenomenology inparticular cases also lends support to the idea that cally talented than Eunice. Neither Eunice nor Eunice* is better than one another.

Thdgent in 
Hilg 

a e ainl upseyuaeammbro h-Bt Eunice+ is a bit better than Eunice. Does it follow that Eunice+ is better

losphyappintent comitee hos tsk s t copar Euice a etah- than Eunice*? It seems perfectly rational to deny that it follows, yet it is highly

sidian, and Janice, a moral philosopher, with respect to philosophical talent. YouimlubetohnkhaEncenduiearicmpalfrteyrevy

an or olaue ae gedthat the candidate with the greater philosophi- nearly equally good. How could they be incomparable? Therefore, if the small

cal talent will be offered the vacant chair in your department. Imagine that, in throey etaguet fail to show that Eunice and Janice are.icmarbe

conjunction with your fellow committee members, you have researched both the fin thes csesh Ibeiee thaEuie alternatives are. o a fiem rete

candidates thoroughly, discussed and examined at great length their written I hs aeIblee h lentvsaeo a.I tm r ete
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better nor worse than one another, and yet a small improvement in one does not Eunice. Items that differ evaluatively but in an unbiased way cannot be incom-

make it better than the other, the items are on a pan. We can take as true the Parable, for if two items are incomparable, there is no evaluative difference-

premises of small improvement arguments but deny that incomparability fol- zero or nonzero-between them. There may be differences with respect to con-

lows. In short, the Trichotomy Thesis, crucial to the incomparabilist's conclu- trxbutory values but no difference with respect to the covering value. A-firtion,

sion, is false. Small improvement arguments give us reason to think not that there incomparable items cannot differ by more or less with respect to the covering

is incomparability but rather that there is a fourth relation of comparability.45  value.

What is this fourth relation? Let me give a brief intuitive sketch of what I The distinction between biased and unbiased differences is nicely captured

believe are its essential features. The core idea of parity can be approached by by modifying a model of incomparability proposed by Adam Morton.46 Imagine

focusing on the idea of an evaluative diftference with respect to a covering value.forpitcnigedsthtfweoncedhmweoudavtesae

Where there is some evaluative difference between items, that difference is (1) of a diamond. Call the point at the top A, the point at the bottom C, and the

zero or nonzero, and (2) biased or unbiased. A difference is zero if it does not have points horizontally across from one another B, and B2. A4, connected to and
extent. A difference is biased if it favors one item and, correspondingly, disfavors above C, is better than C, and Cis worse than A. Similarly, A is better than B, and

the the. Azer diferncethe, mst e ubiaed.The radtioal ricotoyAB and C is worse than them. How far apart two connected items are from one

thethe oter Ah zeroca diferece then, mustg be unbised The, tradiiona thichotomyhic
of value relations can be explained in these terms. If a difference is nonzero andanteonhevrilaxsmytouhtnedorfecteetntowih

biased, one of the items is better than the other. If it is biased in favor of x and one item is better than another. B, and Bz however, are unconnected, and the

against y, x is better than y. And if the difference is very great, then x is very dsac ewe hmi hrfr reeat lhuhte a ahb on

much better than y. If, instead, a difference is zero and therefore unbiased, the pisared bewithAend they cannereotre compredeat withoneh anther.a ahecm

item areequaly god.Now, departing forom Morton's model, we draw a horizontal line connecting

if we take the idea of evaluative differences as explanatory of value relations, B, and B2. The distance between By and By is reflective of the difference between

the question naturally arises, Why should we think nonzero, biased differences them, just as the distance between.A and B, is reflective of the extent to which

(better than and worse than) and zero (unbiased) differences (equally good) are A4 is better. A3, and B2 are connected, and thus comparable with one anothJ, but
the only kind of differences there are? in particular, why should we rule but the their difference is measured on the horizontal, not vertical, axis. Differences

possbilty f nnzeo, uhiaed iffrenesmeasured on the vertical axis are biased, differences measured on the horizontal

The niotion of a nonzero, unbiased difference is familiar. We might want to axis are unbiased. B, and B2 are not incomparable, they are not equally good,

know the unbiased difference in the time it takes to get to London by two since the difference between equally good items is not nonzero to begin with,

different routes. Is the difference between going via Oxford and going via Cam- and one is not better than the other, since their difference is not measured along

bridge greater thani an hour? Or we might want to know the nbonzero, unbiased the vertical axis. Any two points connected on a horizontal axis are related by a

difference in length between two novels or in price between two kitchen appli- fourth value relation.

ances or in mass between two heavenly bodies. In mathematics, the unbiased--' If the evaluative difference between two items is nonzero and unbiased, then

'absolute'--difference between 3 and 5, and 5 and 3, is 2. Of course, these the items ate on apar. I cannot give a fill defense of parity here, but its possibil-

examples of unbiased differences correlate with an underlying biased difference. ity, as described, is, I hope, intuitive and suggestive.

I want to suggest that in the evaluative realm there can be unbiased differences

without there being underlying biased differences. if we analogize evaluative i.Nnoprblt n oeigVle

differences between items to distances between points, an unbiased evaluative

difference between two items is like the absolute distance between two points. In the first part I claimed that incomparability must proceed with respect to a

The absolute distance between London and Glasgow is 345 air miles-not 345 covering value; unless there is some value stated dr implied, no comnpanison can

northerly air miles. Like biased differences, unbiased differences can be lesser or be understood. But the covering value requirement also requires that the relevant

greaten. The unbiased difference with respect to philosophical talent of Eunice value 'cover' the items at stake. 'Gustatory pleasure' does not covet chalk and

and Janice may be greater than the unbiased difference between Eunice and cheddar; but it does cover cheesecake and cheddar. in this part I argue that the
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failure of a putative covering value to cover gives rise not to incomparability but cate (or in the value to which it refers) may give rise to indeterminacy in truth

to a different phenomenon: noncomparabilifY. Noncomparability is distinct from value even though the predicate applies. ('Phil Collins is bald' may be neither

incomtparability in that it is a formal failure of comparison, while incomparabil- -true nor false, but Phil Collins Calls within the domain of 'bald'.) And there may

ity is a substantive failure. 2be other sources of indeterminacy in truth value where there is application.

We start with the idea that every predicate has a domain of application. Since -W a hsdsigihonlfo brniefiue fcmaaiiy h

copaabliy s lwysreatvetoa ovrig aleweca tketh tIrplc failure is formal if some condition necessary for both the possibility of compa-

of the argument as fixed and focus on two-place predicates like 'comparable rability and the possibility of incomparability fails to hold. The formal condition

with respect to beauty/prudence/moral goodness, etc. For each two-place corn- - on which we have focused is that there be a covering value with respect to which

parability predicate, there is a domain of pairs of items to which the predicate the comparison could proceed. We have already seen one way in which this

can aply.formal requirement might not be met: if no value is stated or implied. We now

The distinction between comparability and incomparability on the bne hand see another way in which there can Call to be a covering value: if the value stated

and noncomparability on the other can be regarded as an instance of the dis- or implied does not cover the items. In both cases, we cannot understand what

tinction between the applicability and nonapplicability of a predicate. Two *i en ad ihu oevlewthrsett hc h oprsnpo

items are comparable or incomparable if the pair belongs to the domain of ceeds, no comparison can be understood. And unless the comparability or in-

application of the comparability predicate; they are noncomparable if it does comparability predicate applies to the items at stake, we cannot understand that

not. A pair of items, it is plausible to suppose, falls within the domain of a anything is being said about them. A substantive failure of coniparability, in

comparability predicate if both members of the pair belong to the domain of -contrast, Presupposes that the conditions for the possibility of comparability

the associated covering value predicate. Take, for instance, the cornparability and of incomparability hold but maintains, as a matter of substance, that the

predicate, 'comparable with respect to aural beauty'. The pair <firied eggs, the items cannot be compared with respect to the covering value.

number nine> does not belong within the domain of the comparability predi- -The requirement that the Putative covering value cover the items is, I sutspett,

cate because fried eggs and the number nine do not belong within the domain what incomparabilists have in mind when they insist that comparison can suc-

of 'aurally beautiflul'. Similarly, the pair falls outside the domain of application ceed only if there is some 'common basis' for comparison. The covering value

of the incomparability predicate. We shall say that the value of aural beauty peiaems pl oteiesa tk;i h tm r s ifrn'ta h

doesnot cdve' fred ~relevant value does not cover them, they cannot be compared. But this failure of

Although I shall take the distinction betweeni applicability and nonapplica- a value to cover is formal, and so it cannot entail incomparability. Noncom-

bility of a predicate for granted, two points of clarification are in order First parability is neutral between comparability and incomparability.

nonapplicability may derive from either essential or contingent features of the This distinction between formal and substantive failures of comparability is

item. We know, for example, that the number nine, in virtue of being an abstract basic to the scope of Practical reason. Practical reason never confronts agenits

object, cannot be aurally beautifuil. But there are also contingent features of .with Comparisons that could formally Call. It is evident that practical reason does

objects in virtue of which application is ruled out; Michelangelo, who never not requr st opr ociprbe;a ainlaetw ilnvrb

happened to give a musical performance in his life, is not within the domain co fo tdWoixmpe ih a c oc et e n fe c o s nd h iy o

of 'success in musical performiance'. (Of course, some contingent features do Chcaonfotd for beakastle or h hoc between afamrei awndow fors andthe miniterof

not rule out application but only make the application false; an ugly building, Cindedgo horbekeas coul bevwer hav lasp its jsicatwinon for its m jmsingsforce.

contngetlyugl, Cllswitin he oman o 'bautful, tughit s flsetha comparison of the alternatives with respect to a value that does not cover them.

it is.) Second, it is plausible to suppose that if items belong to the domain ofNocmprbltfrhiresncaothetnpatclraoiutno-

application, then, as a rule, the predicate will be true or false of the items, while paaiJy Nocmasa 3 we r have seen asn. anttrae rciclraobticm

if they do not belong-since it is natural to think truth and falsity presuppose That practical reason never requires agents to compare noncomparables pro-

application-there will be indeterminacy in truth value. I say that there will be vides a response to two possible objections to our account of noncomparability.

truth or falsity where there is application 'as a rule' since vagueness in the predi- Fir~st there are those who deny the distinction between applicability and nonap-.
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plicability; every predicate applies to every item (but may apply falsely), and, must fail on formal grounds. The claim that practical reason tracks the distinction

thus, there will be no room for noncomparability as we have described it. Sec- between formal and substantive failures of comparability would then be mis-

ond, assuming there is nonapplicability, it might be denied that both items need taken.

be in the domain of the covering value predicate in order for there to be either We have already seen why the lack of a covering value with respect to which

comparability or incomparability; french toast might be better than Chicago the relevant merits of alternatives can be compared cannot give rise to incom-

with respect to gustatory value, or perhaps the two are incomparable. To both parabdiwiy If there is no covering value with respect to which the relevant merits

objections we can make the same response. Even if there is never a failure of of the alternatives can be compared, there can be neither comparability nor

applicability, we would still want to make a distinction between cases that prac- incomparability with respect to it. But there is another way in which we can

tical reason might present to us and ones beyond its scope. So we have an defhise the incomparabilist intuition: by showing that practical reason never con-

equivalent distinction, not made in terms of applicability and nonapplicability. fronts us with such cases.

Similarly, even if, assuming now there is nonapplication, only one item need be Consider, as a typical example, the following simplified case. Suppose you

in the domain of the covering value predicate for there to be either comparabil- must decide between two ways of spending your Christmas bonus: either do-

ity or incomparability, the fact that none of those cases ever arises in practicalnaetem eyofedsrvgchleniafawylndrivsthebdss

deliberation is worth marking in some way. Given each denial, we nevertheless a nest egg for your retirement The donation option has great moral merit, and

have reason to make the distinction we have between noncomparability and the nest egg option has great prudential merit. Perhaps, as well, the donation

incomparability, option has nominal prudential merit and the investment option nominal moral

Practical reason never asks us to compare where there is noncomparability. menit. Practical reason seems to require an answer to the question, 'Given-that

But -what of the other way in which the covering value requirement can fail? the values relevant to Choice are morality and prudence, which alternative is

Does practical reason ever require us to compare items where there is no value better overall? We can say which is better with respect to morality apd which is

stated or implied in terms of which the comparison can proceed? There are two better with respect to prudence,47 but there does not seem to be any way to say

cases heraý The straightforward case is the largely theoretical one in which there which is better with respect to both morality and prudence. Put another way,

is no restriction on the content of the covering value; any value, so long as it there seems to be no covering value that has both moral and prudential value as

covers the items, will satisfy the requirement that there be somer value. Blut there pats And yet it seems that Practical reason might require us to compare with

is another miore complicated case. A choice situation will put restrictions on the respect to this nonexistent value.

content of the covering value. if we are comparing philosophers for a job, for The response to the challenge has two steps. First, there is often reason to

instance, intelligence, insightfulness, clarity of thought, and so on will be rele- think that, despite appearances, there is such a covering value. And second, in

vant, while sartorial elegance will be irrelevant. In some choice situations, what cases where there is no such covering value, it is plausible to think that the choice

is relevant to choice are intrinsic values; in other situations, it is instrumental situation has been misconceived; practical reason requires not that comparison

values; in still others, it is the values of utility and of duty. In a given choice but a different one-one that is not, as a formal matter, guaranteed to fail.

situation, we are not looking to make any comparison whatever, but a compari- What reason might there be for thinking that there is an appropriate covering

son of the alternatives with respect to a value that reflects what matters in thevauintepsntceOeugsiomghbehtteraealysVr

choice situation. '- general considerations like 'what there is most-reason to do, all things consid-
Sometimes, however, it seems that there is no such covering value. Suppose ered' or 'betterness, all things considered', in terms of which a comlparison of

we k o w h atb ot th en oy m nt o b ga ned and th ed ut o w d t ot ersareany tw o alte rnatives can proceed. Such considerations, how ever, have no content

weevknow that bhothe Ther senomen to be goained and therdut ofwdc totheeris are
releantto choce.Thee sems o b novale inters o whch te mrit ofapart from that given to them by the choice situations in which they figure. They

alternatives with respect to both of those values can be compared-no value are schematic. A schematic consideration, like'whether there is most reason to do,

with respect to which we can say that, given enjoymbent and duty, onle of the all things considered' amounts to intrinsic moral Values in some cases, instru-

alternatives is better 'ovetall'; Thus, it seems that practical reason sometimes asks mental aesthetic values in others, arnd consequentialist economic values in still

us to compare alternatives where there is no covering value, and comparison - others Schematic considerations cover the same ground as what Bernard W~il-
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hams has called 'the deliberative ought'348 They are placeholders for any value misconceived what practical reason requires. Suppose I am contemplating two

whatever. Since they are mere placeholders, they are not themselves values, for possible birthday gifts for a friend: a handsome copy of Pride and Prejudice and

it is only in virtue of the values they stand for that there is any meaningflul an elegant chiffon scarf. I assume that the choice turns on the answer to the

evaluative comparison with respect to them. We are left with the same question question, 'Which is intrinsically better?' The book has, among other intrinsic

with which we began: is there a covering value with respect to which the moral merits, literary merits and the scarf; among others, sartorial merits. But there is

and prudential merits of alternatives can be compared? no nominal-notable comparison of a literary masterpiece and a sartorial banality.

Thee s oodreso tosupoe ter i suh cverngvaue.Cosier the It makes no sense to say, given that literary and sartorial values are the only

following case. You can either save yourself a small inconvenience, or you can relevant ones, War and Peace is better than a pair of seersucker hell-bottoms

save a remote stranger severe physical and emotional trauma. Suppose that the overall. Therefore, there is no covering value with respect to which all the re-

one act bears only nominal prudential (and perhaps nominal moral) value, while spective intrinsic merits of the book and scarf can be compared. 50

theoterbeas otblemoalvale an prhas omnalprdetia vlu).We In light of this, it is natural to conclude that I have misconceived the choice

can say more than that the one act is better morally and the other is better ±situation as requiring such a comparison. I might, for instance, have fixed on an

prudentially. We can also say that, with respect to both prudential and moral .inappropriate choice value. On reflection, I might realize that the choice be-

value, the latter act is better: given both values, saving the stranger is better overall. tween the gifts is not governed by intrinsic value but by my friend's tastes, or

in general, a notable moral act is better with respect to both morality and pru- intrinsic beauty, or any number of choice values with respect to which compari-

dence than a nominal prudential bne. There must therefore be a covering value son is formally Possible. just as we need never compare candy bars with pencils

in terms of which comparisons of moral and prudential merits proceed, one that -with respect to moral goodness, we need never compare with-respect to a value

has both moral and prudential values as components. We know it exists because that does not exist. How can practical reason, as a part of rationality in general,

we know something about its structure: certain moral merits are more important require an exercise of deliberation that cannot, on formal grounds, succeed?

than certain prudential ones. We cannot make a judgment about the relative The practical predicament we started with is this: We determine which values

importance of these considerations without there being some value, however in- are relevant to choice, but there does not seem to be any covering value with

definite, in terms of which the judgment proceeds. In general, nominal-notable respect to which the merits of the alternatives with respect to those values can

comparisons help us to find covering values where they seem elusive, be compared. We can now diagnose the predicament as follows. Either there is

What makes recognition that there is a covering value difficult in these cases a covering value, or there is not. If there is a covering value, its existence can

is that, unlike other values, these values are typically nameirns (Put differently, the presunmably be discovered by the nominal-notable test, if it exists, it will likely

only names for such values are the names of schematic considerations; as place- be nameless. Whether the items are incomparable with respect to it is, then, a

holders for any value, their names provide alternative names for every value.) It Antirer question. If there is no covering value, the covering value requirement

is through the 'nominal-notable test' that we can see there are such values. Some has not been satisfied, and We have therefore misunderstood the choice situation

varieties of intuitionism and specificationism. might be understood as devoted as one requiring that comparison. The items are not incomparable since there is

to determining the contours of nameless values. And talk of 'what is really no covering value with respect to which they could be incomparable. In either

important', 'self-ideals', 'integral human fulfillment', and the like by Charles case, it is a mistake to think that the difficulty in finding an appropriate covering

Taylor, Elizabeth Anderson, John Finnis, James Griffin, David Wiggins, and oth- value is grounds for concluding that items are incomparable.

ers, might be illuminatingly understood as attempts to work out the content of Of course, we have not shown that where there is a covering value, there is

some of these nameless values. If my suggestion that the structure of a value is -comparability with respect to it. Perhaps the donating and investing options are

constituted by comparisons of bearers of that value, then this project will re- incomparable with respect to an appropriate nameless value. It is hard to see,

quire further examination of comparisons among bearers of those values.49  however, what grounds there might be for such a conclusion.

This is not to say that in all instances in which it appears there is no appro- We have, in this Introduction, surveyed three categories of incomparabilist

priate covering value, a nameless value tan be revealed. But it is plausible that arguments. There are those that make a fatal substantive error:, by neglecting the

the cases in which the nominal-notable test fails are ones in which the agent has existence of nominal-notable comparisons, by overooking the possibility of
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ordinal comparison, or by mistaking an emphatic claim of betterness for incom-
parability. There are those that make a fatal formal error: by neglecting to rela-
tivize incomparability to a value, by relativizing it to a value that does not cover,
or by claiming that incomparability holds when there is no covering value that Icm e w aii .captures the values putatively relevant to a choice situation. And finally, there are
those that make no fatal error but have difficulties of their own. Either they rely What's the Problem?
on controversial substantive positions like verifitationism, or they are better un-
derstood as arguments not for incomparability but for a fourth value relation JAMES GRIFFIN
beyond 'better than', 'worse than', and 'equally good'.

Iask, What's the problem?, not to suggest, as colloquially that question can,
that there is really no problem about incommensurable values at all or that it is
not as hard as it is being made out to be. There is surely a problem, and its
difficulty is, if anything, underestimated. We do not even know quite what the
problem is. There are too many different interpretations of 'in~commensurable'
in play, unacknowledged and perhaps unnoticed; we treat'values' as being more
homogenecous than in fact they are; and, in any case, the issue finally turns on
the nature and extent of Practical rationality, about which we are abysmally
ignorant.,

I. 'Incommensurability'

What nearly all of us, on reflection, miean by the 'incommensurability' of values
is their 'incomhparability'-that there ate values that cannot be got on any scale,
that they cannot even be compared as to 'greater', 'less', or 'equal'. Sometimes,
though, we use the word in considerably looser ways. We use it to mean that two
values cannot be got on some particular scale, say, a cardinal scale allowing
addition. We meet a certain heavyweight value that; we think1 cannot be equaled
by any amount Of soine lightweight value-=-the first, we might say, is 'incom-
mensurably higher' than the second. But this is not incomparability; on the
contrary, it is a particularly emphatic form of comparison. And when nmany of
us insist; for instance, that complex dedisions about the environment cannot be
reduced to cost-benefit analysis because some of the dashing values are incom-
mensurable, we do not just mean that those values cannot be-got on to additive
cardinal scales, bitt that they cannot be got even on to the ordinal sclsta
conuomists are by and large content to work with. What is more, we are tight to
take ' incommensurability' as 'incomparability'. The serious threat to practical
rationality comes not from, say, a mere breakdown in addition or from the ap-
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incommensurable goods and an adequate account of appropriate kinds of valu-
ation. I have not undertaken that task here; a close inspection of particular
contexts would be indispensable to this endeavor, But I conclude with two sug-
gestions. An insistence on diverse kinds of valuation is one of the most impor- Notes
tant conclusions emerging from the study of Anglo-American legal practice, and
an appreciation of those diverse kinds will yield major gains to those seeking tok
understand and evaluate both public and private law.

1. Introduction

7r I am grateful to many people for discussion on the topics of this Introduction. They
I iclue Rger AiritonRicardCriswell, Barbara Herman, Frances Kamm, David

Kaplan, Herbert Morris, Martha Nussbaum, Seana Shifflin, and Cass Sunstein. I owe a
special debt to Kit Fine and Derek Parfit, whose penetrating criticisms and helpful rug-
gesti' n s have made the Introduction better than it was with respect to every relevant

S covering value. Many of the points made here are discussed in greater detail in forth-
I coming work.

I1. This is not an example of incommensurability by modem lights; unlike the Greeks
who had not recognized irrational numbers as such, we can represent thetratios
in terms Of the reals. There is some disagreement ambong scholars as to when and
with what mathematical object incommensurability was firs discovered. There is no
doubt, however, that the discovery was of profound importance to the Pythagore-
ams becauseý as one commnentator put it; "[the discovery] destroyed with one stroke
the belief that everything could be expressed in integers, on which the whole
Pythagorean Philosophy up to then had been based." Kurt von Fritz, -M he Discov-
ery Of Incommensurability by Hippasus of Metapontum,"- in David Furley and
RE I Allen, eds., MStudk in Pr~csdCraicr~bilsj (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1970), 1:407. Legend has it that Hippasus of Metapontumi, thought by many to
have discovered the existence of incommensurables, was drowned at sea by the
gods for making public his discovery. See Also Thomas Heath, A Histoy of Greek
Mlathematics (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1921), 1:65, 154-157.

2. Joseph Rax, The Mordity Of Freedom, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986). chi. 13.
Compare his "Incomnmensurability and Agency" (this volume) especially n. 1 And
accompanying text

3. See, e.g., H. L.A. Hart; TheConcePt of Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961), p. 167:
"When a choice has been made between such competing alternatives it may be
defended as proper on the ground that it was for the 'public good' or the 'comimon
good'. It is not dear what these phrases mean, since there seems to be no scale
by which contributions of the various alternatives to the common good can be
measured and the greater identified." for a good summary of the line of reason-
ing leading to this conclusion (which he does not endorse), see Bernard Willfiams,
"-Conflicts Of Values," in his MoralLuck (Cambridge: Cambridge University press,
1981), pp. 76-77.
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4. 1Isay 'precisely' measured because there are those who think that cardinality can benesaopsdtobteessipiirisaqsinIlavuexoe.Fr
imprecise See Parfit, Griffin, and Laird as cited in n. 10. Commensurability assumes inesigdsuso nti onse uihJri hmo,"vlaie n

that cardinality is precise. My characterization of cardinality and ordinality is iin- '.Directives' in Gilbert Harnan and Judith Jarvis Thomson, Moral Reaii ad
tended to be intuitive. For a technical account of the notions in accessible terms, see Moa ObetvM (Oabd Blcwe 19),p.12-29 hosn thnsm tat

John Broome, Weighing Goods (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991), pp. 70-75. the fact that things can only be go-nawyas opposed to good simpliciter,
5. Cass Sunstein, "Incommensurability and Valuation in Law," Michigan Law Review "results in" the fact that all things can only be better-in-a-way The five wys in

79 (1994): 779-861. See also Elizabeth Anderson, VauinEhcadEooms which something can be better than something else (being useful, skillfbil, enjoy-
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1993); and Anderson and Richard H. Pildes,abebnfialormalygd)seetosmghpoieueulcsesno
"Slinging Arrows at Democracy: Social Choice Theory, Value Pluralism, and Demo- which coveringialue crmoanlle groupsed. nin ihtpoieueulcassit

cratic Politics," Columbia Law Review 90 (1990): 2121-2214. Anderson and Pildes 14. 12111 grateful to Anderson for clarifying this point. See her "Practical Reason and
are concerned with incomparability, not incommensurability, but for reasons that ~-Incommensurable Goods" (hsvlmn 4.A dtro hsvlmia
will become clear in my discussion of Anderson in part 111, this difference may not shaelesl exliigm vportumnit to ) hAve tedlatword of this volumer-am

be significant. .least between these covers. Her claim is more fully discussed in the final part.
6. John Finnis, Natural Law and NatirailRfbty (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980), ch. 5, 15. A few explanatory notes here. First, my concern is with what justifies choice, not

sec. 6. winiihowijustification is to be reached, though the two might be linked in obvious
7. Ibid.; David Wiggins, "Deliberation and Practical Reason," Proceedigs of ebeAristo- w..ys. Second, the justification of a choice is tonclusive that is, not one that can be

telian Society 76 (1975-1976): 29-5 1, reprinted in Amnelie Rorty ed., Essays onAris- Overruled or outweighed. Third, it is spec fic that IS, relevant to the particularities of
totles Ethics (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), pp. 221-240, and in 2a given choice situation and not directed at what is true in all Situations (though, as
his Need&, Values Truth (Oxford: Blackwell, 1987), pp. 215-238; and Martha Nuss- we will see, general claims about justification might emerge horom consideration of
baum, The Fraglity of Goodness (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), particular cases). Finally, my discussion should not be taken to restrict attention to
pp. 106-121. actions, objects, events, or states of affair Anything which can be chosen--certaisi

8. David Wiggins, "Weakness of )Will, Commensurability, and the Objects of Delib- feelings, attimudes,-intentions, for example--can be 'alte~rnives' for choice.
eration and Desire," Proceedings of rheAristordlian Society 79 (1978-1979): 25 1-277, 16. For a rather different view of norms of rationality that may justify chieain

reprinted in Rorty, ed., Essays on Aristotles Ethics, pp. 241-266, and in his Need4 hoprbeose dmMro' fv dlmanangmn taeies',mingci

Values, Truah, pp. 239-267. See also Nussbaumn, TheFraglity of Goodness pp. 113- fhis Disarab~ nles n seOAam ortnsfv d. lawella 1991)n. srteis' n h

117. Compare Michael Stocker, Plural and Conflicting Walues (Oxford: Oxford Uni- 17. hse 'also-aes Griffin, a(Oxfordt:I roigtwlei(rx. Claarelndon)

versity Press, 1990), chi. 7. Press, 1996). v tca et OdClrno

9. See, e~g., Stocker, Plural and Conflicting Values. is. Specifi tionist approaches, like Wiggins', are often presented as accounts of the
10. Derek Parfit Reasons and Persons (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986), p. 43 1,prcsofatnldeimonahrtancousofrcialjtfitonFa

a n dPractical Realim, foirth cominng; Jamines Giiffina, Well-Being. Its meanling and AtMeasur- recent development of the view, see Henry Richrdon Practcil asoningca &

went (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986), pp. 81, 96-98, 104; and Thomas ThnalEnds (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press,19) e ls ign,"c
Hurka, Perfectonism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), pR 87. See also John l1b9atio and Pracsca ResnadArloni ti 5 VUtnRh indian,-Do

Laird, AnEnqui ryintMoral~otions (Londow. George Allen & Unwin, 1935), chi. 16. apolis: Hackett, 1978). dead i(Iin-

11. The indeterminacy could arise from the 'vagueness' of the values themselves. See 19 e loE ija fiirmf rcia nuto Cabig avr nvriyPes
Griffin, Well-Being. p. 8 1. 1997).loEiahM gan rccaldcm Cmbig.HradUnvriypes

12. This notion of value is broader than usual; 'fulfillment of one's obligation', for 2-~ 0. Note that Raz's quasi-existentialist view does not distnguish between proper delib-
example, is not a value in the narrow sense, and 'cruelty' is sometimes thought a eration iii the case where alternatives are incomparable from that in the case' where
disvalue, but insofar as we can evaluatively compare things with respect to fuill- they are-equally good. For a related v'iew, see Isaac Levi, HardChie:Dcso
ment of one's obligations or cruelty,,these are values on my definition. I employ this McigUdrUreovdCnlch(abig:CabigonvrityPessD1986);n

broad notion of value because the arguments I make about comparability apply to who thinks that choice can be justified if the chosen alternative is "admissible."John
all evaluative comparisons, and not just to those with respect to 'values'as that term Finnis holds a view similar to Raz's about justification in the fate of incomniensur-

is uuall moe narowl unerstod.ables, reasons determine eligibility and leave room for "feelings" in individual
13. Whether the covering value requirement implies that there is no such thing as good- choice and "fair procedures" in collective choice to guide choice among incorn en-
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surable, eligible options See John Finnis, "Commensuration and Public Reason" different scales, but he does not explain why only those items and not others are
(this volume). thereby incomparable. See his MoratDilemmas, p. 69. Charles Taylor suggests that it

21. Some of the views considered above may have the resources to deal with this is the diversity of goods that gives rise to incomparability between certain instances
problem. For example, Miflgtam's view ties justification to past choices and thus of different goods But it is difficult to see how the mere fact of diversity can
may be able to avoid the merit-pump problem. Other views need to show how the explain incomparability among only some instances of the diverse goods when it is
problem is to be avoided. one possible response can be extracted from discus- compatible with comparability among other instances. See his "Leading a Life" (this
sion of a closely related problem by Edward McClennenRtoaiyadDnmcvlm)
Choice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), especially ch. 2, 10, and by 30. That the argument is put in terms of a continuum should not be taken to entail
Warren Quinn, "The Puzzle of the Self-Torturer," Philosophical Studies 59 (1990): 1that the difference in creativity between contiguous items on the continuum is
79-90, reprinted in Quinn, Moality andAction (Camibridge: Cambridge University purely quantitative. I defend this argument in some detail elsewhere. CompareJohn
Press, 1993), op. 198-209. Broome's "Is Incommensurability Vagueness?' (this volume), in which a continuum

22. Thomas Nagel, The Possibdify of Altruism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, argument is used to argue for the indeterminacy of comparison.
1970), ch. 5. - 31. See also Charles Taylor, "The Diversity of Goods," in Amar" Sen and Bernard

23. Compare Henry Richardson's defense of specificationism, against the claim that Williams; ed&, Utilitarianism and Beyond (Cambridge: Cambridge University press,
specificationist reasons are ultimately comparisons with respect to some supreme 1982); Stocker, Plural and Conflicting Values; and Anderson, Value in Ethics an Eco
criterion-whether it be practical coherence, the unity of agency, or whatnot. nonfz. Thomas Hurka has argued that a single value can differ in ways that al-
Richardson rightly points out that this claim misunlderstands specificationism. The byv for rational regret over a forgone, less valuable alternative. See his "Monism,
argument I offer does not, however, make this mistake. Ift claims only that in order Pluralism, and Rational Regret," Ethics 106 (1996): 555-575. on the question of

forAh seciictinit rasn o J~d~ hee mstbea cmprionof healera- whether the recognition of different aspects of a value lands us with pluralism,
tives with respe -ct -to satis4'ng or expressing that ground. See Richardson, Practical compare Hurka, and Michael Stocker, 'Abstract and Concrete Value:PlritCn
Reasoning, pp. 179-183. 111cr and Maximization," (this volume) especially no. 7-10. Cn

24. My claim that the justifying force of any justifying reason is a comparison of the 32. Compare Aibartyn Sen, "Plural Utility- Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society 81
alternatives with respect to an appropriate covering value is substantive and should (1980-.198 1): 193-2 15. Also, indirect forms of utilitarianism can allow for incom-
not be mistaken for a conceptual claim about the structure of practical justification. parability among the values that reduce to the stpervalue,
It follows trivially from the fact that something is practically justified that it is at 33. The text accompanying this footnote is puzzling: "Trade-off suggests that we corn-
least as good with respect to justifiability as the available alternatives. My claim, pure the value of the alternative goods on whatever scale is at hand, whether cardi-
however, is not that this comparison provides the justifying force to every justiffying nal or ordmnaj precise or rough-and-ready" (emphasis added). See Steven Lukes'
reason but rather that a comparison with respect to the value that is specific to that "Comparing the Incomparable: Trade-of lb and Sacrifices" (this volume). But an or-
choice situation does Put another way, my concern is with the normativity of dinal scale need not involve calculation. ordinal comparisons can be quantitative
justification specfficto a choice situation, although a general claim about the normma- without being cardinal, that is, conmmitted to the existence of some unit of value by
tivity of justi4'ring reasons emerges from consideration of the specific cases. See which the items can be measured. We have already seen that comparison need not
also n. is. be a matter of quantities of some value_

25. Samuel Guttenplan, "Moral Realismh and Moral Dilemmas," Proceedings of theArista- 34. The curiousness may be no fault of Raz. I find it unclear whether Raz is simply
teliannSociety 80 (1979-1980): 61-80. stating a position-that it is conceptually impossible for fiends to judge friend-

26. Thomas Nagel, "The Fragmentation of Value," in his Mortal Qujtstons (Cambridge: ships and money comparable-or attempting to provide a ground for the concdu-
Cambridge University Press, 1979). sion that friendships and money are incomparable, at least for friends. Twill take as

27. Joseph Raz, "Mixing Values," Proceedings of theAristotelian Society 65 (suppl.) (1991):. my target the latter claim since given our purposes it is of greater interest and
83-100. Compare James Griffin, "Mixing Values," Proceedings of the AristotelianSo- because Others have endorsed it (see Lukes' volume essay). At any rate, the first of
ciety65 (suppl.) (1991): 101-118. - my objections to the view applies also to the bare claim of conceptual impossibility.

28. Ronald de Sousa, 'The Good and the True, Mind 84 (1974): 547-548; Walter -See R~z, TheMMoaliY Of Freedom, pp. 346-352. A similar view about incommen-
Sinnott-Armstrong, Moral Dilemmas (Oxford- Blackwell, 1988), pp. 66-68. ' -surabiliry is held by Cass Sunstein. See his volume essay and 'Incommensurability

29. Sinnott-Armstrong, for example, maintains that "the multiplicity of scales" is a and Valuation in Law."

source of incomparability among some, but not all, items that are rankable only br35. Anderson's claim that items are incomparable if there is no good practical reason to
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compare them does not strictly depend on her quantitative view of comparison. -ment is stronger if understood in terms of rational judgments The strong version

The degree of cogency of the claim does, however; it is more plausible to think that -I consider is given by Sinnott-Armstrong in the context of moral rtquiremenrs

there is no good reason to compare a friendship and money if comparison requires 43. See Regan, "Authority and Value."

cardinal units measuring their merits. At any rate, we can interpret her view without - 44. Susan Hurley makes a similar Point against Mackie's error theory of moral judg-

the quantitative assumption, and I have accordingly discussed it as an example un- 5ments. See her Natural Reasons (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), pp. 278-

der both the third and fourth types of incomparabilist argumfent. 279. Of course, the strict trichotomist is always free to deny the phenomenology

36. see also Donald Regan, "Authority and Value: Reflections on Raz's Mordlhy Of ~.of judgment as Ihave described it. But a denial without at least a debunking

Freedom," Southern Cali(fornia LawReview 62 (1989): 99 5-1095. Of course, whether explanation amounts to mere dogmatism.

the intrinsic good is more valuable turns on what the instrumental good is instru- - 45. 1 owe this large point to Derek Parfit, who first pointed out to me that small im-

mental to. The thought embodied in norms governing attitudes appropriate toward provement arguments need not entail incomparability. Parfit uses a small improve-

intrinsic goods may be that the intrinsic good, as such, has a special status vis--vis Iment argument to suggest that there is 'rough" comparability, that is, imprecise
instrumental goods, as such, though perhaps not all friendships are better than all cardinal comparability. See Parfit, Reasons and PersonF, pp. 430-431.

amouts f csh.46. 1 make a slight modification of Morton's model. See Adam Morton, Disasters and

37. There is another class of examples Anderson cites to support her pragmatistprinci- Dilemmas (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991), pp. 34-35. Note that sincItaeMros
ple, 'If no good practical reason to compare, then incomparable'. Sometimes there -'iamond pattern' to be a model of biased and unbiased differences, we should not

is no good reason to compare items because it is "boring" or "silly" or "pointless" toexcto idrmfrinmpabetmswhhhveoealtveifrne.

do sal t is boring, silly, and pointless to compare, for example, the intrinsic aesthetic -47. Note that even if the one option bore only moral value and the other only pruden-

merits of all the world's limericks. But can such a categorical claim be sustained? tial value, this would probably not be a case of noncomparability with respect to

We surely can imagine some point to making comparisons that genlerally wwouldd bbe either moral or prudential value; acts that are moral are typically the kinds of thigs

inane. As editor of The World's CreatestLimerick4, one might see a great deal of point that belong to the domain of 'prudential'. and vice versa. HradUi
in comparing limericks with respect to intrinsic aesthetic nmerit I suspect that with 48. See Bernard W"Iffiams, Ethics and theLimits of Philosopfry (Camibridge:HradUi

enough imagination, a practical point for making seemingly inane comparisons can -versity Press, 1985).
alwas b fond.49. For exemplary work of this kind with respect to the value of (objective) morality,

38. if the 'rational resolution' of conflict is understood in terms that do not entail see Frances Kamm, Moraly, Mortality, Vol. IZ, (New York. Oxford university Press,
detrmiaton f he omaraiv reigin hathods eteenth aleratives, such 1996), ch. 12. Kamms discussion can be understood as an attempt to illuminate a

arguments become significantly weaker. Considerations -gainst such arguments are murky part of the notion of morality through an investigation of the comparative

given by Michael Stocket "Abstract and Concrete Value" (this volume), relations holding between its "rights and duties" contributory values and its "well-

39. For related positions, see e~g., Lewis Kornhauser, 'The Hunting of the Snag: In- being/pursuit of conceptions of the good" contributory values

commensurability in Ethics and EconoibicsT  unpublished ms, who thinks that plan- 50. Note that if intrinsic literary value and intrinsic sartonial value are not parts 6f any

sible conditions on orderings of alternatives may underdetermifie a single correct other value, then there is no nameless supervalue that has alivalues as parts.

ranking;, Sinnott-Armstrong, Moral Dilemmas pp. 66-68, whb tfiinks that moral re-

quirements are incomparable if their strengths are not exact; and T. K. Seung and

Daniel Bonevac, "Plural Values and indeterminate Rankings," Ethic; 102 (1992): 2. Incommensurability: What's the Problem?

7994813, who think that two items are incomparable if bne is better than the- I- This is my foihh attempt at this subject; the previous three are 'Are There Incom-

other, worse than it, and just a& good. A powerful, detailed treatment of the possi-. mensurable Values?" PhilosophYand PublicAffairs 7 (1977): 39-59; Well-Being (Ox-
bility of multiple rankings can be found in Isaac Levi, Hard Choices. ford: Clarendon Press, 1986), clh. S; and 'Mixing Values," .Proceedin~gs of the Aristo-

40. ompre urk, Prfetioism pL87.telian Sociey (Suppl.) 65 (199 1): 101-118S. This fourth attempt inevitably repeats

41. See Rat, The Moraliy of Freedom, ch. 13; Sinnott-Armstrong, Moral Dilemms&g some of the content of the earlier attempts, especially the third one. But the third

pp 56,as i MrlDilemmas and inoprblt, mricanPiooh attempt was too condensed. I try to fill out the story here and make it more con-

Qjartrl 22 (1985): 321-329, 327; de Sojusa, "The Good and the True," pp.5 vincing, but it remains very sketchy. This attempt is a survey of the whole subject-
546. all kinds of values. And because the issue of commensurability turns, as I say in the

42. Raz's and de Sousa's argument proceed by appeal to rational attitudes of indiffer. text, on the nature of practical rationality over the entire ethical domain, it is bound

eace and not by direct appeal to rational judgments we might make. But the to be too big a subject for more than the groping exploration I present here.


